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1 Introduction

This graphical user interface (GUI) is a Matlab platform to simulate all examples
in the paper titled “Syntactic Enhancement to VSIMM for Roadmap Based
Anomalous Trajectory Detection: A Natural Language Processing Approach”
published in IEEE Transactions in Signal Processing, 2018. The GUI consists
of three panels (label in orange stripes): (1) Compare CSCFG syntactic tracker
and VSIMM (2) Compare CSCFG syntactic tracker and template matching (3)
CSCFG syntactic tracker with missing tracklets.

2 Use GUI Step by Step

Type “GUI” in Matlab Command Window to open GUI.
The following table illustrates functions of each button in the GUI. Please press
the button in the order shown in this table.
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Compare CSCFG Syntactic Tracker and VSIMM (Sec.VI.B&C&D)
Order Button name Function
1 Choose trajectory class Choose one anomalous trajectory class from

{Gequal, Gpatrol, Gasym} defined in Sec.IV.A,B,C
2 Simulate target Simulate target’s trajectory (plotted in the left

axes) and GMTI radar observation sequence
3 CSCFG Start CSCFG syntactic tracker. Results are eval-

uated in terms of the mean square error and the
posterior probability (Fig10(b)∼ (f)) of each tra-
jectory class (plotted in the right axes)

4 VSIMM Start VSIMM tracker. Result is evaluated in
terms of the mean square error

Compare CSCFG Syntactic Tracker and Template Matching (Sec.VI.F&H)
Order Button Name Function
1 Unperturbed trajectory Numerical examples in Sec.VI.F
2 Perturbed trajectory Numerical examples in Sec.VI.H

CSCFG Syntactic Tracker with Missing Tracklets (Sec.VI.G)
Order Button Name Function
1 Type1 Numerical examples in Sec.VI.G, Case1. Results

shown in the left axes (Fig.12(a))
2 Type2 Numerical examples in Sec.VI.G. Case2. Results

shown in the right axes (Fig.12(b))
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Below we give a short explanation of the various Matlab files.

3 Part1: Compare CSCFG Syntactic Tracker
and VSIMM tracker

3.1 CSCFG syntactic tracker

step1: simulate target’s trajectory rs 1, rs 2, rs 3 generate road se-
quence u(q1:N ) in equation(3) for anomalous trajectory model Gequal, Gpatrol

and Gasym, respectively. Based on u(q1:N ), trajectory func simulates target’s
state sequence x1:N in equation (10).
step2: simulate GMTI radar observations sequence Given target’s state
sequence x1:N , GMTI func simulates GMTI radar observation sequence z1:N .
step3: CSCFG syntactic tracker main delta is the function for CSCFG
syntactic tracker. Inputs are x1:N , z1:N , CSCFGs (generated by rule1, rule2,
rule3) which serve as generative models for 3 anomalous trajectory models
Gequal, Gpatrol and Gasym discussed in Sec.IV. main delta involves syntactic-
tracker onestep delta for the metalevel tracker and baselevel tracker delta
for the baselevel tracker. The output of main delta is the mean square error
in equation (27) and real time trajectory posterior p(G|z1:k) in algorithm 1.

3.2 VSIMM tracker

main VSIMM is the function for VSIMM tracker. Given target’s state se-
quence x1:N and GMTI radar observation sequence z1:N , main VSIMM com-
putes mean square error in equation (27).

4 Part2: Compare CSCFG and Template Match-
ing

This part evaluates trajectory classification performed by CSCFG syntactic
tracker and template matching when target’s trajectory is with or without per-
turbations from the specified trajectory family {Gequal, Gpatrol, Gasym}. Please
see Sec.VI.F and Sec.VI.H for details.

4.1 Unperturbed Trajectory

main CSCFG regular SCR and main templatematching regular com-
pute SCR (successful classification rate) for CSCFG syntactic tracker and tem-
plate matching when target’s trajectory is unperturbed. In main templatem-
atching regular, rs 1, rs 2, rs 3 mentioned in 1.1 step1 are used to generate
templates.
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4.2 Perturbed Trajectory

collect data slightlydifferent computes SCRs for CSCFG syntactic tracker
and template matching when target’s trajectory is perturbed. We first use
slightlydifferent seq func to simulate perturbed road sequences. Then run
syntactictracker slightlydifferent to compute tforward and treverse and de-
termine trajectory classification results of CSCFG syntactic tracker. Finally,
main templatematching slightlydifferent gives SCR of template matching
method.

5 CSCFG with Missing Tracklets

This part illustrates performance of CSCFG syntactic tracker when some track-
lets are missing due to missed radar observations. We consider 2 cases of missing
tracklets. Please see Sec.VI.G for details.
main missingtracklets is the function of CSCFG syntactic tracker when some
tracklets are missing. main missingtracklets gives increased average detection
delay; see Fig. 12(a)(b). Missing tracklets are determined via missingtracklets
type1 and missingtracklets type2.
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